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MARK UP THE PASSAGE, BUT DON'T MAKE A MESS OF IT!

When marking up the passage, be careful not to overdo it and make a mess. Remember that underlining 

everything is worse than underling nothing at all.  Also, remember that an underline has the same e� ect 

as a circle but is faster and won't get in the way of the text.  

Read a full paragraph at a time before underlining, circling, or making notes in the margins.  This 

approach helps you to avoid overdoing it.   

   Step 1.  Read a paragraph.  

   Step 2.  Pause a moment to consider of the paragraph's:

          Direction    (same direction? new direction?)

          Role in the passage   (background info, explain a problem, etc.)

          Use of vocabulary  (key terms? multiple meanings?)

         Use of evidence   (analogous situation? statistic?, etc. )

  

   Step 3.  Mark up the paragraph with notes that you'll � nd useful later.

   Step 4.  Jot down a few words  in the margin to summarize the paragraph.   

   Step 5.  Move on to the next paragraph and repeat the process.

This process also forces you to consider the paragraph you've just read instead of proceeding to the next 

paragraph before � lling your head with more information.   

Until you get the hang of this method, be sure to exaggerate the pause when you consider the paragraph 

in Step 2.

Your instructor may have some special techniques for marking up the passage.  Use the space below to 

jot down some notes.

Unauthorized copying or reuse of any part of this page is illegal.
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Mark Up The Passage
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Samurai vs. 
new tech --> 
adoption of 
new tech.

Learn  
from 
Samurai's  

   (+)  
example

Duelist?

Don't lose 
customers!

You can't 
afford  
NOT to 
advertise

Comp: 
Advertising 

to biz =  
fertilizer  
to farmer.

business 
   has  
changed

old  
ways  
of biz

New Cities    
  cause 
changes in 
business & 
 need for 
advertising

Advertising  
Proven 
Successful

Comp:  
business w/o 
advertising = 
hand to-hand 
combat in a 
range-war

No advertising  
  

  --> R.I.P. 

Unauthorized copying or reuse of any part of this page is illegal.
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REMEMBER:
Enter your an

swers 

online for inst
ant scoring 

and video solu
tions!
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The General Strategy Review

1.  Actively read the passage � rst. 

2.  Read the question slowly, carefully, and twice if necessary! 

3.  Review the relevant portion of the passage. 

4. * * *  ANSWER THE QUESTION IN YOUR HEAD!  * * * 

5. Grade each answer choice: Pass or Fail. 

6. Compare the remaining answer choices that "passed" in step 5. 

7. Make sure you haven't chosen a Trap Answer.

8. Bubble in your � nal answer - or take a guess - and move on.

Make Sure You've Prepared for:

 Process of Elimination (Common Wrong Answer Types)

 The Frequently Asked Question Types

 Infographics

 Paired Passages

 The Less-Frequently Asked Question Types

Spend some time with the Vocabulary Resources

 Reading Vocabulary: Tone / Attitude Words (105)

 Reading Vocabulary: Other Essential Words (109)

 Reading Vocabulary: Word Roots (113)

 Vocabulary Builder - Synonym Clusters (507)

 

Read as Much as Possible From the Recommended Reading Lists

 Challenging Magazines and Newspapers (47)

 100 Books You Should Have Read in School (48)

 Founding Documents & The Global Conversation (49)

 

Strategy Review

Unauthorized copying or reuse of any part of this page is illegal.








